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•  In contrast with previous studies[3-6], present benchmark electronic 

structure calculations  show  that the use of graphdiyne as an efficient 

membrane  for water treatments can not be excluded. In fact, a low  

barrier for water penetration is found, which, in turn, can be washed out 

by the effect of an active hydrogen bonding with water molecules 

beyond the pore 

 

• This could be a vantage point for graphdiyne (with respect to larger pore  

   homologues), which has been already synthesized in large area films[2] 

 

• A new optimized force field for the water—graphdiyne interaction[10] is 

   built and proved to be more accurate than previous ones[4-6] 

Methodology  

Graphynes are novel two-dimensional carbon-based materials[1], formed by sp-sp2 hybridized carbon atoms and 

naturally presenting a nanoweb-like structure characterized by triangular and regularly distributed pores.  In 

particular, the family of γ-graphynes is of relevance since one of its members, namely graphdiyne, has been 

recently synthesized in thin films on top of copper substrates[2] by means of a “bottom-up” fabrication.  

γ-graphynes can be thought as deriving from graphene by replacing one-third of its C-C bonds with mono(poly)-

acetylenic units.  

 

These intriguing features make  them appealing for molecular filtering and they have been proposed as promising 

membranes for gas separation  and water purification and desalination[3-6].   
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                           MAIN GOALS: 

- Exploit high-level electronic structure calculations to properly obtain the energy profiles for the interaction between  water molecule and graphyne, 

graphdiyne and graphtriyne pores 

-   Building up a reliable full force field  to be used in dynamical simulations 
 

graphyne graphdiyne graphtriyne 

γ-graphynes 

Graphyne:    one      acetylenic C≡C  unit fully connecting benzenic rings   
 

Graphdiyne: two     acetylenic C≡C  units               "             "         
 

Graphtriyne: three  acetylenic C≡C  units               "             " 
 

Indeed, very recently various independent molecular dynamics studies 

on water permeation through graphynes'  membranes concluded that 

graphtriyne [3,4,6] and graphtetrayne[5] exhibit optimal performances for 

desalination and purification if compared with graphdiyne and larger 

pore graphynes. Specifically, simulations at 300K and hydrostatic 

pressure up to 500 MPa reported showed that for graphyne and 

graphdiyne no water is detected passing through the pores. But, in all 

cases the employed empirical force fields which were not optimized on 

the specific investigated systems  and the features of the potential 

energy surface (PES) for the interaction between the penetrating water 

molecule and the graphynes' pores were not directly addressed. 

Annulenic molecular structures used to study the nano-pores of graphyne(1), 

graphdiyne(2) and graphtriyne(3). The black triangles depicted inside the pores 

represent their effective available area to be compared with the van der Waals 

diameter of the water molecule (red double-headed arrow).  
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- Calculations of the PES by using the high level and reliable ab initio MP2C[7] approach with large basis sets         

(aug-cc-pVTZ) 

 

- Full force field optimized on the ab initio PES by employing the Improved Lennard Jones (ILJ)[8] pair potential  

expression for the noncovalent component of the water-carbon interaction: 

 

x=Ri/Rm 

n(xi)= β+4xi
2 

- Probabilities for water passage through graphdiyne pores obtained  by means of  time-dependent quantum 

propagations[9] in the thermal range of initial kinetic energies  

Results  

MP2C penetration barrier: 
 

-  graphyne         very high (~ 8 eV) 

 

-  graphdiyne       low     (~ 0.15 eV) 

 

-  graphtriyne       no barrier 
 

 

Water molecules on both  

 sides of the pore 

If an additional water molecule is placed on the 

opposite side of the opening in a fixed specific 

geometry (mimicking that of the water dimer at 

equilibrium), water-water interactions are maximized 

the effect of the hydrogen bond 

arising between water molecules 

leads to the  

disappearance of the penetration 

barrier for graphdiyne  

The stabilization (~ 0.2 eV) roughly corresponds 

to the water dimer binding energy  

Water passage through graphyne pores 

is unfeasible while through graphtriyne 

pores is unimpeded 

 

Force field optimization 

 for water-graphdiyne 

A new pair potential for the  water—carbon noncovalent 

component of the interaction based on the ILJ formulation is 

proposed (ILJ-FF). The corresponding penetration barrier is 

compared with that predicted by previous standard force fields 

based on the standard LJ potential whose parameters were 

taken from the AMBER (LJ-FF1) and CHARMM27 (LJ-FF2) 

databases 

[4,5] [6] 

Quantum probabilities for water passage 

 through graphdiyne pores 

In the thermal range of initial kinetic energies  

MP2C(ILJ-FF) probabilities are at least 2 orders of 

magnitude larger than those computed with the LJ-

FF1 and LJ-FF2 force fields.  

 

            the use of unoptimized force fields in 

dynamical simulations can lead to  inaccurate results 
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Single water molecule 

 through graphynes’ pores 

z, 

 this expression is more flexible than the standard Lennard Jones (LJ) formula and corrects its inadequacies at short- and long-range  


